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We are here today to provide the TAAC an update on all of the exciting initiatives we’ve been working on as part of the Better Bus Stops program. As a reminder, BBS works to improve the customer experience at the bus stop through information, accessible boarding areas and pedestrian connections, and at higher ridership bus stops – through shelters and associated investments.



Topics 
1. Bus stop accessibility improvement guidelines

2. Bus stop accessibility data collection

3. Update on 2022 improvements
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Our main topics to discuss today include: the bus stop accessibility improvement guidelines, bus stop data collection, and looking at improvements to bus stops in 2022.



Bus Stop Accessibility Improvement Guidelines
Metro Transit Planning staff monitors customer activity at inaccessible bus stops 
and assesses their need for capital improvements using the guidelines below:
Bus Stop Improvement Prioritization Criteria at Deficient Bus Stops

Highest Priority 10+ combined daily boardings/alightings with demonstrated 
limited mobility usage*

High Priority 5+ combined daily boardings/alightings with demonstrated limited 
mobility usage*

Medium Priority 1+ combined daily boardings/alightings

Lower Priority Fewer than 1 combined daily boardings/alightings

*Limited mobility quantified through wheelchair deployment and farecard indicators
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Let’s start with the Bus Stop Accessibility Improvement guidelines. We at Metro Transit created this framework for capital improvement because before these guidelines, improvements to deficient bus stops occurred in an ad-hoc manner, mostly when roadway authorities or development projects improved conditions at bus stops. You must remember bus stops are in the public right of way, under control by our external stakeholders at the local, county, or state level. Well these guidelines now set forth a system for evaluating and prioritizing bus stops for ADA improvements, independent of special or one-off projects. We look at the entire universe of bus stops Metro Transit serves and prioritize inaccessible ones for capital improvement by evaluating activity occurring at that bus stop. The data we utilize for prioritization includes : boardings, alightings, limited mobility fares, and bus ramp deployment. These last two, mobility fares and ramp deployment are what we refer to as the limited mobility indicator. Go through the categories. The purpose in defining High to lower priorities is to help scope capital projects and make progress on the ADA transition plan. All bus stops are a priority, and we are clear that the ADA requirements apply to bus stops – period. These guidelines are different from the shelter placement guidelines, which have a threshold of 30 daily boardings or more to consider a shelter. There is no threshold for the accessibility at bus stops, it is necessary to the fullest extent possible. We review our network and implement these guidelines on an annual basis, with approximately 20-30 stops put into our capital improvement work plan.As I mentioned, our goal is to make improvements at deficient stops. One issue for the agency is understanding exactly where we have inaccessible bus stops in our network. 



Need for bus stop accessibility data
• Data gap in bus stop site 

conditions

• Limits agency’s decision-making 
ability for prioritized capital 
improvements

• Adjacent datasets on stop 
conditions do not cover full 
accessibility spectrum at bus 
stops
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There exists a data gap for physical site conditions at bus stops, especially when it comes to determining accessibility at bus stops as you need technical information like a bus stops width, depth, slope, etc.This lack of data and knowledge limits our ability to fully implement the improvement guidelines, as we are doing a lot of sleuthing especially on services like Google Maps to ascertain whether stops are deficient. We have old datasets that can give us a decent idea of whether a stop is paved, but these “legacy” datasets do not come close to containing all those datapoints needed by the ADA. This really pointed to a need for us to conduct large scale data collection, putting to use our Bus Stop Accessibility checklist which covers full gamut of ADA requirements at bus stops as well as the technical details needed for design and engineering. 



Bus stop accessibility data collection
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So we Hired a Bus Stop Accessibility Intern in the summer of 2022 to conduct bus stop accessibility and site condition audits. We billed it as a data collection pilot as this was our first time conducting data collection for an extended period across many stops.  Through her help, we were able to collect comprehensive site condition and accessibility data at over 900 bus stops. We focused on specific routes at a time, starting off with Route 4 and moving onto Routes 17, 54, 64, 515, and 23. Additionally, though the Better Bus Programs of years past, we have site accessibility data on Routes 3, 22, and 63.This represents a large geographic swath of our region, reaching from St. Louis Park in the west to Woodbury in the east, and Brooklyn Center in the north to Bloomington in the south. It’s a great start in tackling our data gap. This pilot phase was valuable not only for the sheer amount of useful accessibility data retrieved, but also refining our data collection process by visiting many different stops of varying layouts and designs. This newly collected data will be used starting next year, helping inform us where we have deficient bus stops when we start prioritizing bus stop improvements in 2023. Additionally, our work is not complete, we still have many more routes and bus stops and plan to continue collecting data in 2023 and beyond. 



2022 capital project progress
• Add 23 new shelters

• Replace 29 shelters

• Add 35 accessible boarding areas - with cities, counties and MnDOT 

• Design 14 accessible boarding areas for spring 2023 construction

• Add light to 34 shelters

• Add heat to 15 shelters

• Modify approximately 70 benches to create clear space within the shelter
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MT has completed, or anticipates completing, these bus stop capital projects in 2022. This is in addition to building the D Line platforms, which opens in December.This year 23 new shelters were added and 29 shelters replaced. These are planned replacements, shelters replaced due to unforeseen damage is in addition.This year accessibility improvements were made at 35 bus stops that don’t have shelters. This is in partnership with roadway reconstruction as well as Metro Transit constructed bus stops. We also have designs ready for constructing accessible boarding areas at 14 bus stops in the spring. These are bus stops classified as Highest and High priority (where the bus ramp is used or Limited Mobility fare is paid, and with at least 5 customers getting on or off the bus per day.This year, light has been added to 34 shelters and heat to 15.Unique to 2022, Maintenance staff addressed nearly all shelters that had benches blocking the clear space within a shelter that is needed for people using mobility devices.



Example shelter replacement
• Cleared the pedestrian access route and 

boarding area

• Updated bench
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Of the 29 shelters replaced, 16 of those replacements were to address issues with the shelter obstructing or constricting the access route or boarding area. Here is a example, the bus stop at Nicollet Ave S & Diamond Lake Road in Minneapolis. The photo on the left shows the old shelter. The shelter is placed behind the sidewalk, however the shelter is partially in the sidewalk. The shelter has a windscreen at the front, creating a boarding area less than the minimum requirement of 8 feet deep. The old shelter’s bench extended from sidewall to sidewall. The photo on the right is the replacement shelter. It is 4 feet wide instead of 6 feet wide, so it fits fully behind the sidewalk. The shelter is fully open along the sidewalk, so the bus boarding area has space needed to maneuver when the ramp is deployed. The bench extends halfway across the shelter’s back wall, leaving a clear area. Getting shelters out of the pathway and boarding area is essential. Hearing from TAAC last year about experiences with the shelter interfering with alighting at the back door, we are also working on clearing back door obstructions too.



Shelter lighting
• 18 solar lights added to shelters in 2022

• Approximately 64% of customers board at a lit shelter, station, or facility.
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Last year TAAC stressed the importance of lighting for safety and security. Of the 34 shelters where light was added, 18 are powered by a solar panel mounted to the shelter roof. Previous solar lighting for shelters has required a separate pole. The rooftop panel means less clutter around the bus stop.



Partnerships and bus stop accessibility
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Another area for growth this year has been through partnerships. We continue to work with development projects and roadway projects to get good, accessible bus stop designs into their projects. This year we began partnering with City of Bloomington and their development review process. With Met Council Office of Equity and Equal Opportunity, we created a video to help explain to our partners the design elements of an accessible bus stop. We’d like to conclude with that video, about a minute and a half



Thank you
• Are there other measures, in addition to activity and 

limited mobility users, that could be considered within the 
bus stop accessibility improvement guidelines?

• Suggestions for information sources to help identify 
priority bus stops for people with disabilities?

• Your bus stop experiences?
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Contact 
• Arman.Rajaeian@metrotransit.org

• Berry.Farrington@metrotransit.org
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